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THE ORTHOPEDIC CENTER - UNDER CONSTRUCTION
Fisher Architecture has provided full architectural and interior design services for
additions and renovations to the building that will become The Orthopedic Center in Easton,
Maryland. A total of 5,000 s.f. will be added to the first floor, and a total of 8,900s.f. will be
added to the second in order to create a space large enough for the intended tenants.
Fisher was also hired by University of Maryland Shore Medical Health (UMMS) for the interior
improvements of the three new spaces at the Orthopedic Center. Now under construction,
this state of the art Medical Center will allow patients of The Orthopedic Center to be treated
by a physician, perform Physical Therapy, and have Out-Patient Surgery, all in one building.
Construction is being completed by Willow Construction of Easton, MD.
Fisher and Willow also partnered to build UMMS' Denton Medical Pavilion
that was completed in 2019.
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UAS Airport Hangar Facility
Breaks Ground!
January 27, 2020
Salisbury-Wicomico Regional Airport
broke ground for one of their many
upcoming projects! Fisher
Architecture provided Interior space
planning and architectural design for
the Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(UAS) facility for the SalisburyWicomico Regional Airport.

CONSTRUCTION PROGRESS: TAPESTRY BY HILTON
The Tapestry by Hilton hotel in Fenwick, DE is getting closer to being
complete. Check out what is planned for this week!
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Continue to install duct in chases
Continue with grading
Start forming for lobby pad
Continue with trim/siding
Delivery of windows
Start installing windows
Continue sheathing exterior walls
Frame for pool bar
Continue to install HVAC units/line sets in units
Continue pipe insulation

Come see Fisher Architecture at two of our
upcoming events! We will have a table at the
Delaware Restaurant Association Fast
Forward Forum and the OCHMRA Trade Expo!
Tuesday, February 11, 2020
10am-4pm
Hilton Christiana, Wilimington
100 Contiental Dr.,
Newark, DE 19713
Sunday, March 8, 2020 at 11am-5pm
Monday, March 9, 2020 at 11am-4pm
Ocean City Convention Center
5700 Coastal Hwy,
Ocean City, MD 21842

Keith Fisher had the opportunity to meet with TAD
(Thinking and Doing) students at Westside Intermediate
and Fruitland Intermediate schools. He was able to help the
students understand what an Architect does in their
profession. The students are studying Architecture and
were tasked with proposing a plan and designing
structures and then presented. Keith Fisher was happy to
help out by evaluating their work and presentations. "Like
in years past, I was very impressed with all the students.
They had some great ideas and really put forth a lot of
effort. I always look forward to volunteering my time with
the TAD students," said Fisher.

Keith Fisher pictured with SBY Regional
Aiport Manager, Dawn Veatch.

